Welcome to the BGAV: Arise RVA Church

Jeremy Chambers, pastor of Arise RVA Church, shares about his church’s ministry and why they became a member congregation of the BGAV:

The Arise Movement is a network/movement of missional communities (microchurches), primarily located in Richmond, VA, that function autonomously in reaching various neighborhoods, people groups, and cities.

Each group is unique and has a particular people to serve, neighborhood to love, or cause to take up as they faithfully cultivate disciples and equip them to serve.

As of 2018, new exciting developments include a new team forming in Florida, a new initiative forming in Norfolk, VA, and the possibility of another team developing in Ohio.

In Richmond, right now, Arise is partnering with other leaders in the city to create a network of missional leaders across...
denominations who are focused on encouraging one another and partnering together to spread the hope and love of God’s Kingdom.

We heard of the BGAV’s desire to be intentional in seeding the movement and multiplying disciples across this region, and we knew that partnership would be vital. A few people from the BGAV came alongside us and encouraged us at vital times, and slowly we have seen the relationships from the BGAV grow to be healthy, supportive, and beneficial to the hard work that we are doing.

To learn more about Arise RVA, visit AriseRVA.com.

In the past decade, churches from inside and outside Virginia and also outside the U.S. have become members of the BGAV because of their desire to connect with the engaging ministries, resources, and partnerships we offer. Arise RVA Church is one our newer members, as they joined BGAV in 2018. Please be in prayer for all our member churches—those who are new, those who’ve been around since 1823, and all those in between.
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